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Abstract. Monitoring the condition of a component is typically based on an empirical model that estimates the values of some 
measurable variables (signals) in normal conditions and triggers the fault alarm when the reconstruction deviates from the 
measured signal. When condition monitoring is performed during plant operational transients the intrinsically dynamic behav-
ior of the signals should be taken into account. To this purpose, two approaches are proposed in this work. The former is based 
on the development of several reconstruction models, each one dedicated to a different operational zone of the component. The 
latter is based on the preprocessing of the signals by means of Haar wavelet transforms. The performance of the two proposed 
approaches are compared to that of the traditional reconstruction approach used for stationary conditions, with respect to a case 
study concerning the condition monitoring of a gas turbine during start-up transients. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS 
AAKR  Auto-Associative Kernel Regression method  
SSCs  Systems, Structures and Components 
MSE(j)  Mean Square Error in the reconstruction of signal j 
MSE  Mean Square Error in the reconstruction of all the signals 
 autoacS j   Auto-sensitivity of the model to a disturbance applied on signal j 
auto
acS   Auto-sensitivity of the model to a disturbance 
J  Number of monitored signals 
t  Present time 
 obsx t   Vector containing the signal measurements at the present time t 
 ˆncx t   Reconstruction of  
obsx t  
)(tx

   Residuals between  obsx t and  ˆncx t  
  
   -  
   Matrix containing historical signal measurements. It is used to develop the AAKR model 
k  Generic measurement time. It refers to a generic time instant tk in the past 
N  Number of measurement times (number of rows in   
   -  
) 
    -         Measured value of signal j at time tk 
 obs ncx k  Vector containing the values of the J signals at time tk, i.e.,        [ ,1 , ,2 ,..., , ]obs nc obs nc obs nc obs ncx k x k x k x k J     
  
    -  
  Matrix containing historical signal measurements. It is used to verify the performance of the AAKR reconstruction model. 
 
    -         Measured value of signal j at time tk 
       Number of measurements times in   
    -  
 (number of rows in   
    -  
) 
   
           Reconstruction of  
    -        provided by the AAKR reconstruction model 
  
    -  
  Matrix of measurements used to verify the performance of the AAKR reconstruction model in case of abnormal plant 
conditions 
 
    -         Measured value of the signal j at time tk during abnormal plant conditions 
            Reconstruction of  
    -        
R  Number of available operational transients in normal conditions 
Nr  Number of measurements performed during operational transient r 
   
   -    Matrix of signal measurements collected during the r-th operational transient 
  
           )  Measured value of signal j at time tkr during operational transient r 
w1  Wavelet coefficient indicating the mean value of the signal, taken at the highest, i.e. coarsest, scale of the Haar transform 
w2  Maximum wavelet coefficient over all the scales of the Haar transform 
w3  Minimum wavelet coefficient over all the scales of the Haar transform 
 y t   3·J-dimensional vector whose features are the 3 Haar coefficients of each signal of  obsx t
 
 yˆ t   Reconstruction of  y t  
Ts  Window size used for the Haar wavelet dyadic decomposition 
h   Gaussian kernel bandwidth 
      Weights associated to the generic k-th measurement vector of   
   -  
 by the AAKR reconstruction model 
2 ( )d k   Distance between the current measurement  obsx t  and  obs ncx k  
 
1. Introduction 
To maintain for long periods of time a high level of performance and reliability of electrical power systems, 
structures and components (SSCs), faults and abnormalities in operation must be detected promptly [1-5]. This 
requires the development of efficient condition monitoring techniques to detect signal changes indicative of an 
incipient failure. Monitoring the condition of a component is typically based on an empirical model estimating the 
values of measurable variables (signals) in normal conditions. During operation, the measured values are com-
pared with those estimated  ‘reconstructed’  by the model: a deviation between the observed and reconstructed 
values reveals the presence of an abnormal condition [1]. 
This work focuses on the issue of performing condition monitoring during operational transients such as start-up 
and shut-down. The original contribution consists in the development of two different approaches for signal re-
construction during operational plant transients and in the comparison of their performances. Once the signal re-
construction task is performed, statistical methods of analysis of the deviations between the observed and recon-
structed values, such as the well known Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT), can be applied for fault detec-
tion and alarm triggering. The application of these latter methods is not object of the present work. 
The first proposed approach for signal reconstruction is based on the development of different reconstruction 
models, each one dedicated to a different plant operational zone. In the second approach, the signal reconstruction 
takes into account not only the present value but also the past evolution of the signals. To this purpose, the Haar 
wavelet transform [6-8] is applied to the signal measurements taken in a proper time window, and three wavelet 
coefficients are selected for characterizing each signal behavior within the time window considered [9-11]; then, 
the reconstruction model is applied to the obtained wavelet coefficients. 
The empirical reconstruction model used in the present analysis is the Auto-Associative Kernel Regression 
method (AAKR) [4,5], which uses for the reconstruction historical observations of the signals taken during normal 
transient operation. 
The approaches are tested on a real case study concerning the monitoring of a gas turbine during start-up transi-
ents. The condition monitoring performance is evaluated with respect to metrics that measure i) accuracy, i.e., the 
ability of the overall model to correctly and accurately reconstruct the signal values when the plant is in normal 
operation; ii) robustness, i.e., the overall model ability to reconstruct the signal values in case of abnormal opera-
tion and consequent anomalous behavior of some monitored signals [5,12]. 
This work is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the condition monitoring scheme, whereas Section 3 il-
lustrates the signal reconstruction approaches developed for condition monitoring during operational transients. 
The application of the proposed approaches to the industrial case study concerning the monitoring of a gas turbine 
during start-up transients is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions of the work. 
 
2. Condition Monitoring 
Figure 1 shows a typical scheme of condition monitoring of a component. During operation, we assume that at 
the current time t a vector ( )obsx t  containing the measurements of J signals,        1 , 2 ,...,obs obs obs obsx t x x x J     
becomes available. Notice that, for the sake of simplicity, the current time t is not reported in the notation ( )obsx j  
of the value of signal j measured at time t. Vector ( )obsx t  is sent to an auto-associative empirical model of the 
component behavior during operational transients in normal conditions. Thus, the model provides in output the 
values of the input signals expected in case of normal conditions at the current time t, 
       垐 1 , ? ,..., ?nc nc nc ncx t x x x J    . A deviation between the measured ( )
obsx t  and reconstructed  ˆncx t  values in one 
or more signals reveals the presence of faults [1]. In other words, in case of operational transients in normal condi-
tions, the measured values ( )obsx t  should be very similar to the model reconstructions  ˆncx t , whereas in case of 
operational transients in abnormal conditions the reconstructed  ˆncx t  differ from the measured ( )
obsx t . Notice 
that one usually does not know whether the component is experiencing a transient in normal or abnormal condi-
tions: by observing the vector of residuals x

                 ? ? , 2 ? ,..., ?obs obs obs obsnc nc nc ncr t x t x t x x x x x J x J        , it 
is possible to detect the component condition during the transient. In this respect, several methods of analysis of 
the residuals x

  for fault detection and alarm triggering have been developed, e.g. the well known Sequential 
Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) [13-14]. 
2.1. Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) method 
The model considered in this work for reconstructing the component behavior during operational transients in 
normal conditions is based on the AAKR method [4] whose basic idea is to reconstruct the signal values at the 
current time t in case of normal conditions,  ˆncx t , given a current signal measurement vector, ( )
obsx t , as a 
weighted sum of historical observations. Thus, the application of the AAKR method requires the availability of a 
set of historical measurements performed at past times tk, k=1,…,N which will be indicated by the matrix   
   -  
 
whose generic element     -        is the measured value of signal j at time tk. 
Appendix A provides the details of the method. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Condition monitoring scheme. 
 
2.2. Condition monitoring performance metrics 
In order to evaluate the performance of a condition monitoring model, the following metrics are considered: 
1) The accuracy, i.e. the ability of the model to correctly and accurately reconstruct the signal values when the 
plant is in normal conditions. An accurate condition monitoring model allows reducing the number of false 
alarms, i.e. detections of faulty behaviors when no faulty conditions are actually occurring. The accuracy 
metric is typically defined as the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the model reconstruction and the signal 
measured values [4,5]. Appendix B provides the details for the accuracy metric computation. 
2) The robustness, i.e. the model ability to reconstruct the values of the signals of interest during abnormal con-
ditions when some monitored signals behave anomalously. In case of operational transients in abnormal con-
ditions, a robust model reconstructs the value of a plant signal as if the plant were operating in normal condi-
tions: then, the differences between the measured and the reconstructed signal values can easily identify the 
abnormal transient conditions. A quantitative indicator of robustness is the auto-sensitivity of the model to a 
disturbance ( auto
acS ). The computation of the metric, which is described in Appendix C, requires the availabil-
ity of plant data collected during operational transients in abnormal conditions. Since, however, operational 
transients in abnormal conditions are usually rare, simulation is typically used to artificially inject abnormali-
ty by adding realistic deviations to the signals measured during operational transients in normal conditions. 
Typically, the signal value is altered with respect to its value in normal transients, by adding a Gaussian 
noise with mean zero and standard deviation proportional to: 
 the standard deviation of the signal in the transients; this term which is computed by considering the 
historical measurements of the signal during operational transients, is introduced in order to take into 
account the fact that signals characterized by high variations during the transients are expected to be 
more sensible to abnormal conditions than signals characterized by small variations; 
 the instantaneous value of the signal; this term takes into account the fact that the effect of an abnor-
mal condition is usually directly related to the signal value [15]. 
2.3. Cross-validation procedure for the estimation of the performance metrics 
In order to accurately estimate the values of the performance metrics and their confidence intervals on test sets 
formed by operational transients not previously used in the model development phase, a cross-validation proce-
dure is adopted in the application that follows [16-18]. In particular, the so called “10-fold” cross-validation error 
estimate is used to compare the performances of different reconstruction approaches [19]. The transients in the 
original dataset are randomly partitioned into 10 blocks of equal size; one of these blocks is used as validation 
data subset for the evaluation of the performance metrics of interest, and the remaining 9 blocks are combined 
together to constitute the training data subset. The cross-validation process is then repeated 10 times (the 10 folds), 
each time using a different block as validation set. 
3. Signal reconstruction during transient conditions 
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 describe the approaches considered in the present work for signal reconstruction dur-
ing transient conditions. The reconstruction models are built assuming to have available the measurements of J 
signals taken during R transients in normal conditions. For the generic r-th transient, r=1,…,R, signal measure-
ments are taken at Nr different times 
rk
t and they are encoded in the matrix    
   -  
 whose generic element 
  
           ), k=1,…,Nr and j=1,…,J, is the value of signal j at time 
rk
t  in the training transient r. All the availa-
ble information is encoded in the matrix   
   -  
      
            containing the total number N    
 
   of 
available J-dimensional measurement vectors  obs ncx k  which can be used to train the reconstruction models. 
3.1. Approach 0: a single reconstruction model 
A single AAKR reconstruction model can be built using all the available N  measurement vectors  obs ncx k  in 
  
   -  
. In practice, the problem of signal reconstruction during transient conditions is addressed in the same way 
of the problem of signal reconstruction in stationary conditions, by developing a single AAKR reconstruction 
model built considering all the available information   
   -  
. This Approach 0 will be applied in the case study, to 
serve as reference for comparison. 
3.2. Approach 1: a dedicated reconstruction model for each operational zone of the component 
An operational zone is typically defined by the minimum and maximum values of a pivot signal which charac-
terizes the component operation driving the evolutions of the other plant signals. If, for examples, we consider a 
plant start up, the turbine speed directly influence the evolutions of several other plant signals such as plant tem-
peratures and pressures. The basic idea behind this approach is to develop a dedicated reconstruction model for 
each component operational zone. To this aim, the N J-dimensional measurement vectors  obs ncx k  in   
   -  
 are 
split into different training sets, accordingly to the value of the pivot signal. Then, for each operational zone, an 
AAKR model is built using the corresponding training set. 
Once the fault detection system has been built, it can be used for the fault detection during operational transi-
ents. To this aim, the value of the pivot signal in the current plant measurements  
   
(t) is compared to the pivot 
minimum and maximum values in the different operational zones and is sent to the corresponding reconstruction 
model (Figure 2). 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Scheme of the overall reconstruction model used in approach 1. 
 
3.3. Approach 2: reconstruction of the wavelet transform 
This approach is based on the use of a signal pre-processing tool [9-11] for the extraction of features catching 
the dynamics of the signal evolutions. The Haar wavelet transform [6] is applied on a sliding window of the actual 
signal time-series and, among all the obtained wavelet coefficients, the following are selected: 
 the mean value of the signal, w1, taken at the highest, i.e. coarsest, scale; 
 the maximum wavelet coefficient, w2, over all the scales; 
 the minimum wavelet coefficient, w3, over all the scales. 
The rationale behind this choice is that w1 captures the general trend of the signal across the windows in a com-
pact way, while w2 and w3 capture important variations in the signal within a single window (e.g. downward or 
upward trends, step changes, spikes, etc.) which would otherwise be severely smoothed out by the compression 
process [20]. The window size, Ts, is selected so as to correspond to wavelet dyadic decomposition values (i.e., 
powers of 2), and consecutive windows are chosen with an overlap of Ts-1 to avoid missing features that might be 
present at the window borders. The choice of window size can be used to strike a balance between a high level of 
transient compression and a resolution still sufficient to discriminate different original signal behaviors within the 
window. 
For clarification on how the pre-processing actually works in practice, Figure 3 shows the evolution of a plant 
signal during a transient with a sampling rate of 30 seconds (N=56 measurements are totally available). 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Evolution of a generic plant signal during a transient. 
 
The considered windows contain Ts=16 consecutive measurement times (8 minutes long in the application of 
this paper) and the overlap is 15 measurement time (7 minutes and 30 seconds). This means that a new wavelet 
transform is applied each time a new pattern is acquired from the process (30 seconds in the application of this 
paper). 
Figure 4 shows the output of the pre-processing. Three data streams are generated from the original signal, at a 
rate equal to the original sampling rate (30 seconds). In the example of Figure 4, an original data stream of N=56 
patterns generates three data streams of 41 pattern each, since the first transformed pattern can be obtained only 
when 16 original patterns are available (after 7.5 min, in this example ). Thus, the first value of the three coeffi-
cients refers to the time window from t=0 min to t=7.5 min, the second to the time window from t=0.5 min to t=8 
min, and so on. 
Looking at the correspondence between the original signal and the pre-processing output, one can observe that 
the transformation produces a very compact, and yet very significant, description of the original signal. The mean 
residual feature reflects the general trend of the signal just as the average signal value within the analysis window 
would. 
The value of the maximum coefficient reflects negative trends, step changes, and the negative components of 
spikes within the analysis window. In a dual way, the minimum coefficient reflects the positive trends, step 
changes, and positive components of spikes. For example, the observed big increase in the signal values between 
t=0 and t=11 min corresponds to a big (absolute) value of the minimum coefficient in the transformed coefficients 
from t=7.5 to t=18.5 min and the small decrease in the signal value between t=3.5 min and t=4.5 min is matched 
by a small value of the maximum coefficient from t=0 to t=12 min. One can also appreciate how the transforma-
tion maintains the correct proportions of the registered changes. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Mean residual, maximum and minimum wavelet coefficients of the signal reported in Figure 3. 
 
The approach here proposed for the signal reconstruction in transient conditions requires a preliminary phase in 
which the signal processing tool based on the Haar wavelet is applied to the training transients. Therefore, assum-
ing a time window of Ts patterns long and a window overlap of Ts-1 patterns, the application of the tool to the Nr 
J-dimensional patterns of the r-th transient produces Nr-Ts+1 patterns, each one formed by 3·J features. Finally, 
the AAKR reconstruction model is built using as training set all the 3·J-dimensional patterns obtained from the 
application of the preprocessing tool to all the available R transients.  
Then, in the test phase, one should (Figure 5): 
1 apply the signal processing based on the Haar wavelet to the last Ts=16 available measurements ( )
obsx t  of 
each of the J signals. This generates a single 3·J-dimensional test vector ( )y t ; 
2 reconstruct the obtained test vector ( )y t  by using the AAKR model, i.e., calculate ˆ( )y t . 
  
 
Figure 5. Sketch of Approach 2. 
 
4. Application 
A real case study concerning the condition monitoring of a gas turbine during start-up transients is considered. 
The available data contain the evolution of J=115 signals during R=88 start-up transients. The signal measure-
ments have been collected every 30 seconds. Transients are of different time lengths varying from a minimum of 
14.5 min, during which Nr=30 measurement vectors have been collected, one every 30 seconds, to a maximum of 
45 min corresponding to Nr=91 measurement vectors, with an average of 26.5 min. 
In [4] it has been shown that in industrial applications characterized by a high number of measured signals, 
grouping the signals and then building a specialized model for each group allows to remarkably increase the con-
dition monitoring performance. With respect to the structure of the groups, different approaches have been pro-
posed. In this work, we consider a grouping solution of the 115 measured signals provided by EDF engineers: 
signals have been divided into 6 groups containing signals measured in subsystems having the same function. A 
peculiarity of the proposed grouping is that there are few signals, such as the turbine shaft speed, that characterize 
the plant overall operation and are assigned to several groups at the same time. This grouping criterion has been 
shown in [21] to be effective for the reconstruction task. 
The following analysis will be focused on Groups 1 and 4 which are the smallest and largest groups, respective-
ly. In this respect, it has to be pointed out that according to [4], reconstruction models such as those based on 
AAKR tend to give more accurate reconstructions for groups formed by highly correlated signals and the best 
reconstructions are achieved for those signals characterized by the highest mean correlation with all other signals 
of the group. Therefore, since Group 1 is characterized by the presence of a subgroup of six highly correlated sig-
nals and by the remaining two signals completely uncorrelated from all the others, these latter are eliminated from 
group 1. 
In order to verify the performance of this approach, the following procedure has been applied. The 88 available 
transients have been randomly divided into a training and a test dataset. The training dataset contains R=58 transi-
ents (about Ntot=3100 measurement vectors, since each transient is formed by several patterns), whereas the vali-
dation dataset contains the remaining 22 transients (about 1200 measurement vectors). The remaining 8 transients 
are used to find the optimal value of the parameter h of the AAKR model (Appendix A), following a trial-and-
error procedure [12]. Then, the metrics MSE measuring the accuracy and auto
acS  measuring the robustness have 
been computed on the validation set. The procedure is repeated 10 times according to a “10-fold” cross-validation 
error estimation scheme. The original dataset containing the 88 transients is randomly partitioned into 10 blocks, 
each one containing 8 or 9 transients; one of these blocks is used as validation data subset for the evaluation of the 
performance metrics of interest, and the remaining 9 blocks are combined together to constitute the training data 
and the data used to find the optimal model parameter values (h in the case of AAKR). The cross-validation pro-
cess is then repeated 10 times (the 10 folds), each time using a different block as validation set. 
4.1 Approach 0: a single reconstruction model 
The AAKR reconstruction model is built using all the available data, independently from the time elapsed from 
the beginning of the start-up transient and the operational zone of the turbine. Table 2, column 1 reports the ob-
tained results in terms of accuracy, robustness and computational time for the signals of groups 1 and 4. The con-
fidence intervals have been evaluated by using a 10-fold cross validation procedure. 
The computational time tends to be quite long due to the large number of measurement vectors in the training 
set (about 3200), since each time a test vector is reconstructed, its distance to all the training measurement vectors 
has to be computed according to the AAKR reconstruction method. 
Figure 6 shows the reconstruction of one of the signals, namely “401” (group 4), obtained for a transient in 
normal (upper-left) and abnormal (upper-right) conditions. Note that the residuals between the measurements and 
the reconstructions (Figure 6, middle-left) are close to zero in the normal condition case and, thus, the system is 
correctly recognized in normal conditions, whereas in the abnormal condition case, as expected, a fault is detected 
since the residuals between the measurements and the reconstructions (Figure 6, middle-right) remarkably deviate 
from zero. In this latter case, the results are also satisfactory in terms of robustness since the abnormal condition 
reconstructions are close to the measured signal values in normal conditions (Figure 6, bottom-right). 
With respect to the normal condition reconstruction, notice, however, the oscillating behavior at time t = 5 and 
5.5 min. Similar oscillations have been observed also for the reconstructions of other 10 signals of Group 4. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Upper-left: real observed value of signal ‘401’ (Group 4) during a transient in normal condition (continuous line) and obtained recon-
struction (dotted line); upper-right: signal evolution in abnormal conditions (continuous line) and obtained reconstruction (dotted line); middle-
left: residuals between the observed values and the reconstructions in case of normal conditions; middle-right: residuals between the observed 
values and the reconstructions in case of abnormal conditions; bottom-right: signal reconstructions in case of abnormal conditions (dotted line) 
and observed signal values in normal conditions (continuous line). 
 
In order to investigate the causes of this oscillation in the reconstruction, Figure 7 shows the time evolution of 
some of the 58 start-up transients used to train the AAKR reconstruction model. When the vector containing the 
measurements taken at t = 4.5 min of the test transient in Figure 6 (left) is reconstructed, its multidimensional dis-
tance from all the training vectors is computed. The nearest training vector, which is the measurement vector with 
the associated highest weight in the AAKR reconstruction, belongs to the transient indicated by the thick black 
line. Notice that this transient is very similar to the test transient, and, thus, the reconstruction of the t = 4.5 min 
test vector is very close to the measured signal value. After 30 s, when the vector containing the measurements 
taken at t = 5 min is considered for the reconstruction, the nearest training vector becomes a vector of a different 
training transient which is characterized by lower values of the signal, causing a reconstruction lower than the 
measured value. This change of the nearest training transient is not due to a variation of Figure 6 signal, whose 
values in the vectors at t = 4.5 and t = 5 min are very similar, but to an abrupt variation of other signals such as 
signal ‘402’ (Figures 8 and 9). Similarly, when the reconstruction of the vector at t = 5.5 min is performed, the 
nearest training transient changes again becoming a transient characterized by higher values of Figure 6 signal. 
Also in this case, the cause is the remarkable variation of other signals such as that in Figure 8. 
This oscillating effect in the reconstruction of signal ‘401’ is related to the density of those training vectors that 
are closer to the test vector. As we can observe in Figure 7, the first part of the test transient is characterized by 
higher values of signal ‘401’ (around 100) with respect to the majority of the transients characterized by values 
between 0 and 50. In this respect, notice that it has been verified that if we test a different transient whose signal 
‘401’ values between time t = 4.5 and 5.5 min are around 15, the oscillating behavior of the reconstruction would 
be reduced. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Blue continuous line: time evolution of signal ‘401’ in some of the 58 training transients; large black lines: transients to which belong 
the vectors with the associated highest weight in the AAKR reconstruction of vectors 9, 10 and 11; dash-dotted black line: time evolution of 
the observed transient; dotted red line: reconstruction of the observed transient. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Time evolution of signal ‘402’ in the 58 training transients. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Time evolution of signal ‘402’ in the three transients containing the nearest vector to test vectors 9, 10 and 11 (time t=4.5, 5 and 
5.5 min, respectively); thick line: evolution of the observed transient. 
 
4.2 Approach 1: a dedicated AAKR for each turbine operational zone 
This approach requires building a dedicated local model for each turbine operational zone. Operational zones 
have been defined according to signal ‘101’  belonging to both Groups 1 and 4) which is the pivot signal charac-
terizing the start-up transients, according to EDF engineers. Table 1 reports the four zones considered in this work. 
 
 
Table 1. Definition of the turbine operational zones. 
 
The training vectors have been split into four sets according to the value of signal ‘101’. Each set has then be 
used for training a dedicated AAKR model. Notice that in the case in which one of the groups of signals does not 
contain the pivot signal, the dedicated AAKR models are still built considering a repartition of the historical 
measurement vectors based on the pivot signal. Then, during the test phase, the value of signal ‘101’ in the test 
vector is compared with the limiting values of the four zones and the overall vector is sent to the corresponding 
AAKR reconstruction model. 
Table 2 reports the obtained performances and their corresponding confidence intervals evaluated by using a 
10-fold cross validation procedure. The results are compared to those obtained by a single AAKR model (Ap-
proach 0). 
 
 
 
Table 2. Accuracy, robustness and total computational time obtained by using a single model (Approach 0) or by using a dedicated model for 
each operational zone (Approach 1). The confidence intervals are evaluated by using a 10-fold cross validation procedure. 
 
Notice that Approach 1 is as accurate as Approach 0, but less robust. On the other hand, it is less time consum-
ing, being the computational time about one third of that of Approach 0. This depends from the fact that the da-
taset used to train the AAKR model of Approach 0 is remarkably larger than the datasets used to train the AAKR 
models in Approach 1. Therefore, the number of distances between the test vector and the training vectors to be 
computed in Approach 0 is larger than that in Approach 1. 
Table 3 reports the performance in the reconstruction of test vectors belonging to the different operational zones. 
The performances of the two approaches are very similar except for zone 4 where Approach 1 is remarkably less 
robust. This is mainly due to the fact that an abnormal condition which reduces signal ‘101’ from a value higher 
than 98 to a value lower than 98 causes the change of the AAKR zone model used to reconstruct the vector (from 
zone 4 AAKR reconstruction model to zone 3 AAKR reconstruction model). Since zone 3 model is trained only 
with zone 3 vectors which are characterized by a signal ‘101’ value lower than 98, zone 3 AAKR model is unable 
to reconstruct the signal ‘101’ value in normal condition (a value larger than 98) and, thus, the approach is not 
robust to this type of disturbances. This effect is clearly shown in Figure 10: when the disturbance causes a lower-
ing of the signal ‘101’ value below 98 (Figure 10 top right, dotted line), the reconstruction with Approach 1 of the 
signal ‘101’ value in normal condition becomes inaccurate (Figure 10, bottom right, dotted line), whereas the re-
construction provided by Approach 0 in the same condition is very accurate (Figure 10, bottom right, dashed-
dotted line). 
Analogously, a disturbance applied to signal ‘101’ which reduces the signal value below 98 causes inaccurate 
reconstructions of other signals (spill-over) due to the use of the zone 3 reconstruction model for vectors which, in 
normal conditions, would belong to zone 4. 
 
 
 
Table 3. Accuracy and robustness in the four operational zones. 
 
 
Figure 10. Left: real observed values of signal ‘101’ during a transient in normal condition  continuous line  and obtained reconstruction 
(dotted line); upper right: simulated evolution of the signal in abnormal conditions; bottom right: signal reconstruction in case of abnormal 
conditions (dotted line) and its real value in normal conditions (continuous line). 
 
Notice that different choices of the operational zones may lead to different performances of the approach. In 
particular, the fusion of zones 3 and 4 into a single zone may improve the robustness at the expenses of higher 
computational times. In general, it is expected that larger is the number of operational zones, smaller is the com-
putational time and the robustness. 
 
Time [min] 
4.3 Approach 2: Application of the AKKR reconstruction to the wavelet transforms 
Approaches 0 and 1 perform the reconstruction of the present values of the signal measurements ( )obsx t
 
without 
taking into consideration the past evolution of the signals. This may lead to oscillating reconstructions when sig-
nals have abrupt changes such as those reported in Figure 6 (Approach 0) or the abnormal condition causes a vari-
ation of the pivot signal, as reported in Figure 10 (Approach 1). In order to overtake this limitation of Approaches 
0 and 1, Approach 2 has been applied. 
The window size, Ts has been taken equal to 16 measurement times, which corresponds to 8 minutes, and the 
overlap is (Ts-1)=15 measurement times. This choice of the window size allows obtaining a satisfactory compres-
sion of the signals: following a trial-and-error procedure we have seen that a shorter widow (Ts=8) do not consider 
enough information on the past evolution of the signals and, thus, produce reconstructions similar to that of ap-
proach 0, whereas a longer window (Ts=32) catches only the generic trends of the signals, neglecting signal oscil-
lations occurring with smaller periods. With respect to the overlap, it has been chosen of 15 measurement times in 
order to avoid missing features that might be present at the window borders with shorter overlapping [10]. A new 
wavelet transform is applied each time a new measurement vector is acquired from the process (30 seconds in this 
application). 
The application of Approach 2 to signal ‘101’ in the start-up transient previously shown in Figure 10 (continu-
ous line on the left refers to normal conditions, continuous line on the upper-right refers to abnormal conditions) 
produces the reconstructions shown in Figures 11 and 12 in the cases of normal and abnormal conditions, respec-
tively. Notice the good agreement between the wavelet coefficients of signal ‘101’ in normal conditions and their 
wavelet reconstructions in both cases. This indicates the accuracy and robustness of the method, i.e. its capability 
of properly estimates the expected values of the wavelet coefficients. 
Since the anti-transformation from the wavelet domain to the time domain requires the availability of all the 
Haar coefficients of the reconstruction, the proposed approach does not allow to obtain the signal reconstruction in 
the time domain. This implies that Approach 2 cannot be evaluated from the point of view of the overall accuracy 
and robustness by applying the metrics of Appendixes B and C to the signal reconstruction in the time domain. On 
the contrary, the comparison can be made by computing the performance metrics in the 3·J dimensional space of 
the wavelet transform. In other words, the MSE and Sauto are evaluated according to Eqs. B2 and C2, respectively, 
where instead of  ,test ncx k j  we consider the wavelet transform of the j-th signal performed by considering sig-
nal j values at the measurement times k-Ts+1, k-Ts+2,…,k of the test transient in normal condition, instead of 
 ,test acx k j  the wavelet transform of the same signal j values in abnormal condition, and instead of  ˆ ,testncx k j  
the reconstructions of the obtained wavelet coefficients. 
This comparison requires applying the signal processing tool based on the Haar wavelet also to the reconstruc-
tions obtained by Approaches 0 and 1. Table 4 compares the performances obtained by the three different ap-
proaches. Since the metrics in Table 4 are computed on the wavelet transform space, their absolute values for ap-
proaches 1 and 4 are different. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Wavelet coefficients of signal ‘101’during the normal condition transient considered in Figure 10-left, (continuous line) and ob-
tained reconstruction (dotted line); top: mean residual; center: maximum coefficient; bottom: minimum coefficient. 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Dotted line: AAKR reconstruction of the wavelet coefficients in the simulated abnormal condition (Figure 10 upper-left, contin-
uous line); Continuous line:  wavelet coefficient value in normal condition. Top: mean residual; center: maximum coefficient; bottom: mini-
mum coefficient. In the last two Figures, the ordinate axis scale has been enlarged in order to better show the results. 
 
 
 
Table 4. Accuracy and robustness metrics and computational time obtained by using a single model (Approach 0), by using a dedicated model 
for each operational zone (Approach 1), or the wavelet transform data pre-processing (Approach 2). 
 
Notice that Approach 2 is less accurate but more robust than Approaches 0 and 1. From the point of view of the 
computational efforts, Approach 2 is more burdensome than Approach 1 but less than Approach 0. Notice that the 
metrics values reported in Table 4 are different from those provided in Table 2 since they refer to the Haar trans-
forms and not to the signal values. A possible reason of the lower accuracy of Approach 2 is the larger number of 
features which are given in input to the reconstruction model. As it has been shown in [4,21], larger is the number 
of features in a group, lower tend to be its accuracy. A possibility to improve Approach 2 accuracy is to search for 
optimal subgroups in the 147 features of group 4 and then developing a dedicated AAKR model for each sub-
group [4, 22]. Notice also that the subdivision of the signals in more subgroups would lead to a further reduction 
of the computational times. 
Finally, we have tested Approach 2 with the test transient of Figure 8. Figure 13 compares the reconstruction of 
the wavelet coefficients obtained using Approach 2 with the wavelet transform of the signal reconstruction pro-
vided by Approach 0. Notice that: 
 Approach 2 is less accurate with respect to the mean residual given that it tends to underestimate the 
correct signal value; 
 the oscillation in the signal reconstruction provided by Approach 0 causes anomalous values of the 
minimum and maximum wavelet coefficients obtained from Approach 0. Approach 2 reconstructions 
do not show these anomalous values of the minimum and maximum wavelet coefficients and are very 
similar to the corresponding wavelet obtained from the measured signal. 
These results confirms the conclusions given in Table 4 according to which Approach 2 is less accurate but 
more robust than Approach 0. 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Wavelet coefficients of the real observed values  continuous line , the Approach 0 reconstruction  ‘- x –‘ line  and the Approach 2 
reconstruction (dotted line); top Figure: mean residual; middle Figure: maximum coefficient; bottom Figure: minimum coefficient. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have addressed the issue of the detection of abnormal component conditions during plant tran-
sients such as start-up and shut-down. To this aim, we have developed two novel approaches for signal reconstruc-
tion. A case study regarding the condition monitoring of a Gas Turbines start-up transients has been considered. 
The performance of a traditional AAKR model developed considering as training set all the available measure-
Time [min] 
ment vectors (Approach 0), independently from the time elapsed from the beginning of the transient and the tur-
bine speed operational zone, seems to give satisfactory performance in terms of the overall accuracy and robust-
ness. The two main drawbacks of the approach are: a) the high computational time required for its online applica-
tion ,which is due to the computation of the distances between the current measurements and all the historical 
measurement vectors in the training set; b) the low accuracy and tendency to oscillate of the reconstructions in 
correspondence of test vectors which belong to zones of the training space characterized by a low density of 
measurement vectors. These oscillations have been noticed especially in correspondence of abrupt changes in 
some signals values. 
With respect to the first limitation, a possible solution is to develop different AAKR reconstruction models, 
each one dedicated to a different turbine operational zone (Approach 1). However, although the computational 
effort has been remarkably reduced by using different models, the robustness and resistance of this approach in 
correspondence of vectors at the borders between the different operational zones have not been always satisfactory. 
In order to reduce the inaccuracy of the signal reconstruction in correspondence of abrupt modifications of 
some measured signals, an approach which takes into account not only the present value but also the past evolu-
tion of the signals has been considered (Approach 2). To this purpose, the use of a signal processing tool based on 
the Haar wavelet transform has been proposed. The approach has been shown to be able to provide robust recon-
struction in case of abrupt signal changes, although it tends to be slightly less accurate in the reconstruction of 
smooth transients. This is due to the larger number of features which are given in input to the reconstruction mod-
el by Approach 2, since for ach feature, it consider 3 wavelet coefficients. A possibility to improve Approach 2 
accuracy is to search for optimal subgroups by using optimization algorithm, such as Genetic Algorithms and then 
developing a dedicated AAKR model for each subgroup. 
Finally, notice that once the signal reconstruction task is performed, statistical methods of analysis of the devia-
tions between the observed and reconstructed values, such as the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) can be 
applied for fault detection and alarm triggering. The application of these methods during plant operational transi-
ents will be object of future research work. 
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Appendix A: the Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) method 
The basic idea of the AAKR method is to perform the reconstruction of the current signal measurements, 
       1 , 2 ,...,obs obs obs obsx t x x x J    , on the basis of historical signal observations. Notice that, for the sake of sim-
plicity, the current time t is not reported in the notation ( )obsx j  of the value of signal j measured at time t. Let us 
indicate with  
   -  
 a matrix whose generic k-th row, hereafter indicated by  obs ncx k , k=1,…,N, contains the J 
signal values measured at the observation time tk. 
The reconstruction        垐 1 , ? ,..., ?nc nc nc ncx t x x x J     at the current time t of the J measured signal is performed 
as a weighted sum of the historical signal observations in   
   -  
. In particular, the reconstruction        of the val-
ue of signal j at the present time t is given by: 
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The weights      are similarity measures obtained by computing the normalizd Euclidean distance between the 
current sensor measurements  obsx t  and  obs ncx k : 
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The signal variance at the denominator 
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has been introduced in order to provide a common scale across the different signals measuring different quantities. 
Finally, the computed distances are inserted in the Gaussian kernel: 
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where h defines the Gaussian kernel bandwidth which controls how fast the function is damped, i.e., the smaller h 
the smaller the weights of those observations of  
   -  
  characterized by large distances 2 ( )d k . 
Appendix B: Accuracy metric 
In order to evaluate the performance of the reconstruction method, we consider a matrix   
    -  
 containing his-
torical signal measurements taken during normal plant condition different from those in   
   -  
 used by the AAKR 
method to perform the reconstruction. In practice, all the available historical signal measurements are divided into 
a set   
   -  
 made by N measurement vectors used by for the AAKR reconstruction and a set   
    -  
 made by       
measurement vectors used for evaluating the method performance. Indicating by  
    -        the true value of the j-
th signal, j=1,…,J, at the k-th observation time, k=1,…,      and by    
          its AAKR reconstruction, the mean 
square error with respect to signal j is: 
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A global accuracy measure that takes into account all the monitored signals and test vectors is defined by: 
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Notice that, although the metric is named accuracy, it is actually a measure of error and, thus, a low value is de-
sired. 
Appendix C: Robustness metrics 
Let  
    -  
 be a matrix of test vectors obtained from   
    -  
 by adding to it a disturb in order to artificially re-
produce an abnormal condition. Indicating by  
    -        the value of the j-th signal at the k-th observation time in 
the simulated abnormal conditions, k=1,…,     , and            its AAKR reconstruction, which is expected to be 
the signal value in normal condition  
    -  
  ,  , quantitative indicators of robustness can then be introduced as 
follows. 
The auto-sensitivity of the model to a disturbance applied on signal j is defined as: 
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This metric measures the ability of the model to provide the same reconstructions in the two cases of disturbed 
or undisturbed signal j. In this respect, notice that a model characterized by a very low accuracy (large MSE) and 
very high robustness (small ( )autoacS j ) is not satisfactory for condition monitoring since it still provides signal re-
constructions very different from signal values in normal plant operation. 
A global robustness measure    
       is then obtained by applying a disturbance to all the signals, computing the 
robustness ( )autoacS j  and taking the mean value: 
1( )
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S j
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        (C2) 
Since real data in abnormal plant conditions are not available, simulation is used to artificially inject abnormality 
by adding a random noise to the signal measurements taken in normal plant conditions. 
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